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ecobriefs
Huxley College has sproutin Seattle.
Seattli tes
can now earn ~egrees in the
social Assessment and Policy
concentration
through
an
evenin1 degree program.
The
courses
are
offered
at
Seattle
Central
Community
College.
Seattle
Jirector
Ruth
Weiner
hopes
that
other
concentrations in i'oxicology
and Environ~ental Health will
soon be offered.
Huxley's 8achelor of Arts
program is filling the
need
in Seattle for degrees in Environmental Stt.rlies that are
otherwise unavailable.
The idea of a satellite
program
was
proposed
by
Weiner and Dean Mayer of Huxley College.
Weiner said she has been
contacted by many prospective
stooents
and
instructors.
Present faculty menbers inclt.rle: David Clarke of Huxley
w,ru;
Alan
"vlerson,
and
environmental lawyer; Phillip
Bereano, Barry Hyman, Edward
Wenk and Richard Zerbe, all
of the University of Washington;
and
journalist
Dan
Guthrie. For more infor:nation
contact Weiner through scr:c
or Huxley College.
ed

t-l.4Jl.J
coffee shops
sell
8,000
styrofoam
cups
of
coffee, tea, pop
and sou[)
daily. Consuners often throw
away their empty CU?S after
one use without considering
the sol id waste problem they
are contributing to. In one
quarter,
nearly
4~0,030
styrofoam
cups--or
12,500
p:>u~ds--leave campus in the
back
of
garbage
trucks.
Refillable
:ntJJs
are
an
alternative that campus coffee shops hope to offer in
January, says Rick Wall, dir-

2

ector of food services at
Western.
The 12-ounce mugs
will initially sell for about 99 cents.
Refills will
cost less than the price of
the drink in a
styrofoam
container.
If consumers use
1mrJS they wi 11 save money as
well as show environ~ental
concern.
Styrofoain is not recylable
and,
unless treated under
special conditions with certain or·1 anisms present, it is
not
biode3radable.
Jntil
some micro-oqanism evolves
that can decom?()se it, styofo~n will continue adding to
our
planet's solid
waste
problen.

Historically, "ulsh.Jn Cabin is an alpine base site
for
cross-country
skiers,
snowshoers,
ice and
rock
climbers and hikers. For the
past 50 years, A.S. clubs and
organizations responsible for
the lon3-term management of
the Cabin have neglected it.
As a result, the cabin is a
fire
hazard;
the
alpine
environment has deteriorated
from human waste; and private
organizations are capitalizini:3 on its location.
The 10-year lease is up
for renewal and the Forest
Service is denanding a concrete
plannin3 commitment.
The A.S. must subni t a management plan for any alpine

site chosen.
Accordil')3 to
Jim Schuster, Associate Director of Viking Union, the
money available for such a
project is not the issue, it
is whether such a facility
satisfies stooents' interests
as a university resource.
Possible alternatives to
Kulshan Cabin inclooe ,\ustin
Pass, located near the Baker
Ski Resort. Snowplowed and
open year-round, this site is
more accessible. However, the
Austin Pass area offers a
different experience than the
Coleman
Glacier
area
at
~ulshan Cabin.
Prop:>sals
on :nana3e:nent
have been subnitted to the
~.s. Board of 9irectors. On
'.'1ovember 15, the Board will
solicit student in~ut concerning the managenent planE
Copies of
and site choices.
the
management plans
are
available at the
Environmental Center.

'Ille Environmental Center
Resource Library, located in
ES 518, is now open from 8am
to
6pn,
. 'bnday
throu-]h
Friday, and evenings from 7
to rn on '"1onday, Tuesday and
:AJectnesday.
New uooks currently are
being catalo3ued and shelved.
'Illey incltrle titles such as
"Who's Poisoning America?,"
"The
Peregrine Falcon
in
Greenland," "The Envirol'luental Decade in Court," and
"Fear at Work--Job Blac~nail,
Labor and the Envi ronnent."

Besides new books,
the posted on what is coming up.
library also has many journ- As we 1 i ke to say, "rtJhen
als,
magazines, and news- t\dventure Calls, We' re Here"
letters such as ·"The High
Sincerely,
Country News," "The Bulletin
Ken 8nochs
Outdoor Program
of the -\tomk Scientists,"
"Not "vlan Apart," "Nutrition
Coordinator
1\.ction," and "Rain: Journal
of Appropriate Technology."
•~ot only is the £.C.
Library an excellent source
of information, it is also a
comfortable, relaxi~ place
to study.
The staff invites
you to come up and check the
facilites.
Steve "lanthe
We're the other half of
Library Coordinator "OPEC"-we' re the Enviromental Center, and along with
the Outdoor Program we form a
Jutdoor Enthusiasts,
Fortunate are we that find cartel of outdoor and envi:)Ur selves at t-,..AJ'.J and/or in ronmental enthusiasts.
the
3ellingham
area.
fhe Environmental Cen\l though 'lie may not spend ter's goal this year is to
~uite so much time takin3 provide ?rograms to students
advanta3e
of the
outdoor and the comnunity that will
recreational possibilities in increase
awareness
and
our back (and front) yard as knowledge of
envirorvnental
we YK>uld like to, we know concerns. r,..;e also hope to
that we couldn't be in a serve as a "meeting ground"
~tter
place for
findi~ for
sttnents
and
local
them.
environmental organizationsThe ~WU Outdoor Program as a kind of resource base
wants to help facilitate your for those who want to become
1etting out there.
Come and involved
in
environnental
infor:nation
at
our issues and for those who want
·get
office/resource
center . in to share their knowledge with
Viking
~nion 113-we have others.
countless
maps,
a
snall
~r
a<Jenda this year
library of outdoor
books, incltnes
YK>rking for
the
loads of ma3azines, a sport- passage
of
\~shington' s
specific
resource
persons Wilderness
Bill-especially
file, and a helpful staff to in the preservation of the
answer your questions.
~t. Baker area; a Canadian•\aybe sign-u:_:> for one of A~erican seminar; tYK> weekly
our outings.
They are open radio shows; a Give a Damn
to
everyone,
cost
very Jamm; film series; outdoorlittle, and inclooe a wide environmental edlx:'ation proranqe of activities from day Jrams; and the P..arth 'lly Fair
hiking to wnitewater rafti09, and Bazaar.
!-ie welcome new ideas and
sailin9
to technical
ice
climbing. We also sponsor a new faces to the center. If
variety of
slide
shows, you have programs or events
films, and lectures.
you'd like to see this year,
Drop by and check
our bring your ideas down to our
upcoming events calendar or room in VU 113.
get yourself inclooed on our
r-:ar en ,.-leer ackin
newsletter so we can keep you
EC Coordinator
3

Soon it will be illegal to
manufacture,
distribute,
transport or store nuclear
weapons or parts in Vancouver

,~.c.

'!he City Council voted 9-2
in
October to advise the
federal government that Vancouver is a nuclear weafX)nsfree crty.
But it may be difficult
to enforce the declaration
because the federal government has exclusive jurisdiction over defense,
interprovincial transportation and
passing laws for peace, order and good governnent.
Olerry Point is still in
Whatcom County's hottest land
use
controversy.
Olicago
Bridge & Iron Co. started the
debate in 1979 when it sought
permits to construct an offshore oil rig assembly plant
there.
Peter Kiewit Sons'
Co.
currently is pursuing the use
of the site to build large
offshore
structures,
to
dredge a pit for building the
structures and to dredge a
channel to float them out to
sea.
Funds to make additions to
Olympic
National Park and
complete land purchases on
Protection Islam \\'ere approved by a House-Senate conference coumi ttee on Oct. 1.
'!he money is earmarked
to acquire larrl in the park
at
Shi Shi
Beach,
Lake
Ozette, Point of Arches, Lake
Crescent, and near the Elvtla
River.
Protection Island, in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, is
destined to become a wildlife
refLqe.
The ~00-acre island
is home to some 17,00~ pairs
of rhinoceros auklets,
)0
pairs of tufted puffins and

290

pairs
of
cormorants
dur in<] spring and sunmer.
Peregrine
falcons
and
eagles also nest on the island and seals inhabit its
beaches.

-'\bout 17 mil 1 ion tons of
coal,
strip-mined
nearby,
will be needed annually to
fuel the plants when all four
are operatin1.
Critics say that there is
no need for so much new fX)wer
in
the region because of
energy
conservation
among
consumers.
of
the
pr oject
Foes
claimed the jener a tors '.-K)Uld
pollute air and water, d::imaJe
wildlife habitat and destr oy
the ~uiet rural lifestyle of
the Colstrip area.
Lando..mers across the state •..;ere
particularly opposed t o the
constructi on of the
p-,:i•.ver
lines.
rhey said the lines
w'Ould disrupt fannin3 O?erations and detract from scenery.
1

The =\Jo. 2 .~P?SS nuclear
plant on the Hanford nuclear
reservation was
officially
completed Sept. 27-11 years
and $2.4 billion after construction be3an.
rhe plant must receive an
operating license fr~n the
Nuclear Reiulatory Commission
and pass a ri9orous fivemonth testin3 pro~ram before
it can start producing power
this spring as planned.
'Nork on the project was
halted in 1990 by a 5-1/?.
month labor dispute and a r-.JOC
stop-work
order based
on
safety questions raised by
the commission's staff. ·me
NRC also fined WPPSS $59,500,
but alloY!ed construction to
resune in 1981.
'Iwo controversial ·'1ontana
power plants \\'ere recently
completed.
'rhe . w1er generated will be used mostly in
"ltontana,
i1ashington,
and
Oregon. They are joining two
smaller plants com?leted in
1975-76.

4

A
3eother~al specialist
says '•'lount Raker is likely to
be a prime candidate tor a
major gerJthermal electrical
generatin~ plant.

Gordon ~loomquist,
from
the vashinJton State •·:neqy
Office, says such a facility
could
begin operations in
about five years.
\ stl.Y.iy aimed at identifyinJ and :malyziryg the re']ion' s Jeothermal eneqy p:>ent ial is underway.
1

The People's Oqanization
for Washington Eneqy
Resources has published a consumer activists' <Juide
to
electric
utility policies,
rate
reform,
conservation
strateties and consLnner organizing techniques. The 5:,pa]e manual, entitled, "People's Power Guide," is available from Jim Lazar,
box
1423, Olympia, WA 93507.

Who Really Benefits from U.S. Foreign Aid?
by Guy Roberts

Wny does our society ~1lace
so much emphasis on national
defense?
At
the end of
September the Pentagon spent
their last $1.2 billion from
the 1933 fiscal year before
starting in on their $1~7
billion authorized for 1934.
The budget was approved by
Congress which in principle
acts with the aµproval of
IJ. S. citizens. ·t1ny does our
society approve this enormous
expenditure on the ~ilitary?
'rh is money could be used
in so many other ways to meet
the needs of U.S. citizens,
'w'Jhether by alternative govern1nent spendin J or by reduced
taxation.
'\!hat is
it that J.S. c1t1zens think
must be protected?
•lany believe we must protect ourselves from the Soviet
Union, another country that
spends a huge portion of it's
G''-lP on defense. The ·J.S.S.R.
emphasis
on defense partially is in response to our
own inassive arms build up,
and many ~uld contend this
response far outwei3hs any
Soviet intentions of YK)rldwide manifest destiny.
It
follows
that with careful
diplomacy, we could brin3 an
end to the arms race and end
the need for massive defense
srendin,:3 in both countries,
if each is indeed the other's primary foe.
·,1uch
of
the
military
equi1Eent produced in ~nerica
is sent to other. parts of the
¥K,rld where it all&3edly is
used
to stop the ebb of
communis:n.
The Senate recently authorized a budget of
$76.3 million in military aid
for El Salvador.
It's unknown ·..v'hether this money will
stop the spread of c0tnnunism
into the free ~rld, or instead hinder the efforts of a
population to free
itself
1

from an oppressive qovernment. We must not confuse
Cold '.AJar notions with the
social movements that
are
evolving in inany developing
countries.
·n timatel y the ,3oal of
Central A.11er ican movements,
and
those in many
other
developing nations,
is to
change
their status
from
resource bases for industrial
countries
to
independent
countries in their own right.
'!hey seek to choose their own
destinies.
In Cl Salvador, :'1icaragua,
Chile, the Phillipines and
Guatemala, the !Jni ted States
supp:>rts governnents
that
repress the desires of their
people.
These governments
often deprive their citizens
of basic hunan needs such as
the
family
structure,
meaningful
employment
and
access to adequate nutrition
and health services. Because
of the nature of democracy,
one ¥K,uld assune that the
~Jn i ted
States
~uld
not
support tyranny; yet with our
military aid we are su?port-

1
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ing these governments.
CA.Ir
SU?port for
these
goveronents stems from our
dependency on their labor and
natural resources. Often the
Jnited
States has greater
market entry to these ~esources
than do the very
citizens of these countries.
Ironically,
when
citizens
fight to regain thP. resources
of their land, the United
States sends military hardware and advisors to help the
governments
control
their
people.
Jwerican
lifestyles are
partly dependent on resources
from developing
countries.
Perhaps the most important
resource is the abundance of
people
which provides
an
inexpensive labor force.
.\.s
land ownership in developin:.3
countries becomes
concentrated into fewer hands, the ·
traditionally agrarian people now landless, move to the
cities seeking ~rk.
'Itle
competition for jobs allows
employers to pay low wages.
If one worker quits in protest, another job-seeker will

always flll me gap.
For caapanies in industrialized nations
(s..rh as
Germany, Japan, France, and
the lhited States), the low
cost of labor in developing
countries is an attractive
alternative to labor's higher
cost back bane; generally oo
-regulation on industrial pollution or occupational safety in less-industriali2'.Sd
C'Oll'ltries exist.
fllus jobs
are moved out of the United
State• into coll'ltries like
El Salvador, Brazil, and the
Phlllipines.
'Ibis process
leads to
ll'l•ployment in
tba ll'llted States.
It also
diverts the l«>rk force in the
danloplnJ nations from produelDJ basic goods they need
for suivlval.
Upr'lslngs in the develop11'1)
cow,trles often begin
with wrtc.rs d...andlng better
WIIJ9• or wt.I ps,ple are
duplaced from their land by
mvltl-natlonal
agricultural
projects. 'lbolqb. this truth
l• obacured bv Cold war

terminology, our mili~ry aid
to -developiR;J CO\.W\tries is
mainly to protect our access
to cheap resources.
No legitimate reason exists for
the United States to maintain
such relations.
Money spent
on military aid co·uld be
spent on open trade with free
countries rather than protecting repressive governments that allow exploitation
by foreign
corporations.

'ftlis could stabalize
relations between the United
States and developing countries.
'ftle flow of U.S. dollars
into military goods and operations sent overseas ultimately is controlled by the
people of the United States.
As America draws closer to
full war involvement in Central Amer'ica, it is the responsibility of
American
citizens to express their
tho~hts to their governnent.
Conflicts in the developing
'NOrld may be reduced if ¥Je
ask our goverment and multinational corporations to find
alternative means of dealing
with
the
developing
countries.
The people of countries
like
El Salvador continue
fighting for the freedom to
determine their own future
and for preservation of their
culture. Should we allow our
governnent to spend
J.S.
dollars denying them this
freedom?

EPA to Study 100 Cascade Lakes for Acid Rain
bv Steue Manthe

'lhe EPA will survey 100
muntaln lakes to gain infonaatlon on the extent of
cld rain cont•ination in
tha WlahlnJton cascades, it
Wl8 recently anno1.W1Ced.
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Acid rain is formed when
sulfur dioxide or nitrogen
oxide, chiefly from industrial •issions, canbines with
moisture in the atmosp,ere to
form sulfuric aoo
nitric
acids. 'Ihese compoWlds then
fall as acid rain.
Significant sources of
sulfur dioxide in western
Asarco
washiB3ton are the
smelter in Tacoma,
copper
which accooots for 70 percent
of area emissions, am the
Centralia coal-powered electrical plant.
car aoo truck
exhaust also contributes a
small atW:>ll'lt.
A recent stooy by University of washiR;Jton researchers fol.l'ld acid rain contam6

ination at four points in the
Cascades at one-third to onehalf the levels existin:J in
the eastern united States and
southern Scaooinavia.
Acid
rain
in those areas has
caused danage to vegetation,
and killed fish.
It is not
known how much the pollutant
has
affected
trees and
aquatic life in the Cascades.
Olanges in EPA policies,
such as tightenin:J iooustrial
emission standards, are not
beiB3 examined yet,
said
~rnesta Barnes, EPA adminstrator for the Northwest Region.
However, if a significant acid rain problem is
detected, then stricter sulfur dioxide controls may be
necessary, she said.

The Future: Black Box or Crystal Ball?
by David McFadden

For many of us, our last
year of college sneaks up aoo
takes us by surprise.
It
marks a period of transition
in our lives-we often find
ourselves strU3glir¥3 to figure out our own future.
A
symptom of this transition
involves a pronounced change
of focus.
We start thinking
in the long-term. "what am I
Where am I
going to do?
3oin3 to be?" Old friends
become valued and cherished.
School quarters fly by, and
we begin to see the proverbial light at the end of
the tunnel. We ~nder how to
adapt
within our
rapidly
chang irY3 vK>rld.
Futurology,
an emerging
multi-disciplinary
field,
provides its follo-wer with a
future
view of different
v1::>rlds.
Various literature
shapes this field, and provides insight for our queries
into the transforming ~rld.
"4icheal ·-1ar ien,
editor of
Future Study, reco~nizes t\tK:>
contrasting visions of the
future both in disagreement
over the purposes and scale
of production. Let's take a
tour of the future and examine these differing scenarios
to discover how they
affect our
lives.
One
widely-discussed
scenario
portrays a society characterized by high technology, material affluence and leisure.
Herman r<ahn' s writings and
the current bestseller, ;9atrends,
by John Nais 1tt,
both outline our developnents
toward
this
"information"
society.
'Ille fields of computer electronics and biotechnology are energing as
the new growth industries.
In addition, we will find a
rapidly growing job market in
the service sector.
'!his
scenario, dependent on break-

throUJhs in high technology
fields, is pervaded with a
sense of optimism.
Proponents
evangelize about hitech's capabilities to allev-

iate pressing global
concerns. They tend to gloss
over environnental dilen1nas,
the Third \.\lorld crises and
problems in the hunan \tK:>rk
force.
These dilemmas and others
shape the opposing viewpoint.
Willis Harman and E.F. Schumacher are among the many
futurists who believe that
industrialism
fuels
and
creates new dilemmas.
They
env1s1on a society that is
decentralized, ecologicallyoriented and shaped by appropriate or snall-scale technology.
The job market will be
radically different in this
future.
People will find

6
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work in cooperative ventures
where profits and produced
goods are shared.
We may
find ourselves fulfilling a
variety of both manual arrl
service jobs, as demanded by
small cooperative comnunities.
Despite the many .reforms su3gested by proponents
of this scenario, a sense of
pessimism often overshadows
their thoughts. The pressing
global dilemnas they outline
:night lead people to mistakenly think that the future is
a no-win situation.
One thing that futurists
generally agree upon is the
unprecedented aoo rapid rate
of societal transition.
A
transfonnation of our societal values,
lifestyles and
sources of employment could
occur in as little as 20
years.
~o wonder we are uncertain
where we will work and live,
and what pleasures we will
still enjoy.
Futurology is becoming a
valuable tool; it helps us
make sense out of our own
future.
If we can visualize
our future, then we can work
to achieve it in the shortterm, now.

Missiles Spark "Hot Autumn"
by Laurie Stephan

Illustration b~· l1m HaV!i

"welcome l\rnericans,
but
not your bombs." This bold,
red-lettered poster, held by
tw::> German youths, greeted
stooent-group as we arived at the train station in
Marburr_J, ~vest Germany.
"Welcome Americans,
but
not your bombs"?
Puzzled, I
searched my memory for something to clarify this anbivalent greeting.
I'd heard
about the peace demonstrations in Europe, but was it
fair to specifically pick out
.American bombs?
And what
could I, an l\merican student,
do about it, anyway?
1y thot,JJhts had faded when
we arrived at the gyrnnasiun
where
television
cameras,
~rburg's mayor and our host
families gave us a 1nore festive and welcomed reception.
But I would not be allowed
to forget that first obscure
greeting. It was, and is,
more than an isolated opinion
on a small poster.
"Welcome
Americans,
but
not
your
bombs" is the theme of an
entire movement, and its political sensitivity is sparking off what West Germans
call "Der Heisse Herbst" or
"Hot Autunn."
Across
rt/est
Germany,
citizens are protesting with
week-long
fasts,
bicycle
rallies, peaceful demonstrations and the circulation of
petitions, letters and literature. l\ week-long, national
-scale
protest
culminated
23
and
inclu:led
October
850,0~0 West Germans ---from
school children to
senior
citizens.
These protesters
are a cross section of the
west German populace and have
one comnon goal in mind - t o
pcevent the deployment of 204
u. s. Pershing II missiles on
West Germany's eastern border.
8

This missile functions orimarily as a first
strike
w1eapon, with the capability
of reaching Soviet targets
within
10
minutes
after
launch.
'Ihe ',..Jest German situation
is unique in many respects.
The issues behind the peace
demonstrations,
rooted
in
history and 3eography, are
more complex than is apparent
at first glance.
~fter a
month spent discussing this
dilerrma
with many Germans
that first greeting becane
clear.
Nlost
say
that
the
scheduled
deployment
of
Pershing IIs only will increase Russian paranoia.
As
a first strike weap::>n, the
missiles could ~rk reversedeterrence-psychology
and
cause the first strike option
to become more viable to the
Soviets.
This brings the
reality of nuclear war unco.nfortably close.
The
insensibilities
of
nuclear arms build up also
enter the
scenario.
For
people who already have grave
doubts
regarding a future
overshadowed by the prospect
of a nuclear holocaust, it is
the proverbial "last straw"
to watch 204 nuclear warheads
being deployed in their own
backyard. These people question the strategic "wisdom"
of deploying the missiles.
1

Because the Pershing II is a
first strike weapon, its usefulness as a deterrent to
nuclear war is doubtful.
Many west Germans say that
if
the Soviets do invade
their country, it will be for
economic reasons which essentially neJate the option
of "nukin,3 the European continent.
Europeans thus reason
that the invasion of
Western Europe YK>uld be conducted with such conventional
weapons as tanks, guns and
grenades.
Therefore
t;lest
Germans think their military
should be enhanced in areas
other
th:m
nuclear.
The
practical question of whether the Pershin::J II deployment is a strate-Jically viable ·nove .nust be addressed.
The idea of war between
the two su;:Jerpower s, fouJht
on Suropean soil ---to preserve the su?er-po•.vers' homelands --is another fr i3htenin':] prospect spurrin•J ·nany
Europeans into opposin3 the
Pershin1 IIs.
Indeed, this
prospect has not escaped the
serious scrutiny of 'J.S. and
Soviet military officials.
Perhaps the most troublesome part of the peace movement in ~vest Germany is the
conflict
the people sense
with their sister
nation,
Bast :::;ermany.
I spoke with
many \ ;est Cermans whose r elat i ves and friends live in
r.ast '.3ennany.
It is difficult for them to consider
r.ast Gernany ~ p:>litical adversary that must be threatened .,.,,ith nuclear missiles.
It is understandable
that
many citizens don't want to
jeopardize the already nervous links •.vi th their ·: ast
Ger:nan nei3hbor. \1any think
the conflict would best be
resolved by makinJ both ·:Jest
and Sast Ger11any neutral nations and uniting then under
one <Jovernment.
West Germany's situation
11

also is unique because of its
close
relations with
the
United States since t,...-orld War
II.
Jften the older peo~le
said they favored the deployment of the Pershing
IIs
because of the "good thin1s"
the 0nited States has done
for West Ger.nany since its
near-ruined state.
·:1any of
them said they are afraid
that by refusing to accept
the Pershings, West Germany
YK>uld regretfully sever its
ties with the Jnited States.
But almost 4C years
have
passed since l"il"fII; the post-

days and the birth of the
"wall."
These people
are
cal.Jl)ht between the ancient
Scylla and Charibdes.
r remember one sunny
afternoo:1 when my host ruother
and I were walking thro~h
the city ~)ark alonc:J a narrow,
slow-flowing river..
She was
recounting her childhood manories immediately after W~II.
She recalled the
American
soldiers•••
"• • .Everythin3
was
dest royed. We were living in
the basement of a big building with a group of people,

war generation is passing and 111any of whom were injured.
One day, I renenber I was out
a new one filling its place.
for food with my
The U.S. image also has looking
and
the
American
been changing since the wWII. mother
Vietnam altered our image to panzers came throUJh town,
the
YK>rld,
causing
our rolling over concrete rubble
h~therto unquestioned _posi- in the streets.
They were
tion as a role model to be huge.
The American soldiers
criticized.
In addition, we were standing up and throwing
are no longer the ~rld's chocolate bars to us from
One American
economically
dominating their tanks.
force.
J.s. and West German soldier stayed with us for a
He was very young
few days.
corporations now compete for
the global market. The West and he collected food and
The Americans
German standard of living is water for us.
as hi3h as that of the Jnited were very good to us."
St3tes.
Furthermore, West
A shadow crossed her face
:;ernany, alon,J with several and she fell silent.
I then
other '\11\'l'O mff.lbers, is de- remembered that her daU3hter
fyincJ U.S. wishes by sup-- would be participating in a
plyinJ the Soviet Jnion with fast to protest U.S. missiles
materials for a natural gas She remained silent, stLrlying
pipeline to \,es tern Cur.ope.
the river flowing past us.
"Welcome Americans,
but
It is a difficult time to
be 1 iv in'] in ~~,est Germany, not your bombs."
esµecially
for those
t1ho
Only the Germans should
1 ived throuqh the post-war decide.
1
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checked our maps showing our
route for the next month over
the High Uintas range. We
then threw on 'i0-pound packs
ard
began our
month-1003
hike.

After a few days, we were
divided
into snall groups
whose membership
c;-hanged
daily.
Leaders in the group
also were chosen on a daily
basis and were responsible
for all the decisions concerni~ the group.
At this
point, rather than hiking
the
instructors
with us,
would
simply Jive us our
rendez-vous destination.
It
was the group leader's responsibil i ty to have their
group there.
NOLS
instructors teach
various subjects throU]hout
the course, whether at cam~
sites or at spots along the
trail.
~lasses interweave
ecology, biology, and mountaineering technique_. survival skills, rock am snow
climbing, energy conservation
am proper nutrition are
talJ"1ht both throlJr]h classes
aoo throi..gh hams-on experience. Il'Y.lividuals within the
group with S?eCial skills or
imowledJe may initiate their
own classes.
1'he last three days were
reserved
for survival. We
began with a feast the night
before.
All of our fooo was
eaten. Survival groups were
chosen, and fran each grou? a
leader was picked.
'1ext, we

were given our destination,
Hoop Lake, some 38 miles
ahead aoo then broke into our
groups to outline our route.
We informed our instroc-tors
of our itinerary, so in case
we failed to show up, they
would have a general idea of
where to look.
Fortunately,
all of us found our way to
Hoop Lake, aoo feasted on
jelly
peanut butter and
saoowiches.
~Lq ta~ht me wilderness

~ck's
Tave--I.Iv Enter t In

survival skills I w~ll
retain for a lifetime.
It
helped me fioo reservoirs of
strength that I never knew
existed.
NOLS t)Otential for envirormental ech.ration is enormous.
Simply by living in
the wilderness most stooents
developed respect and r~everence for nature.
Because
classes take place outdoors,
individuals can observe events that illustrate ecological concepts.
'Ibro...ghout t
cou
, the
instructors s res
t
importance of sharing our knowledge with others. SiOC'e the
stl.dents in each class re
from different regions of
t
y, the i
of
LS i
tion d.
1of p an i
t se seeds
of e irormental
thrOUJho t
is
· ale
le in
lve
enviro
tal
oblems ich
face society today.
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Not Just
Muck At

Padilla Bay
by Karen McCrackin

The ribbon of mu1 hu,ning
the shoreline of Padilla Bay
is what may fool people. With
only a first glance, the muck
looks as though it is barren.
But, with a little information and a closer
look,
Padilla's special attributes
fairly junp out and grab hold
of the visitor.
Padilla 9ay is one of the
few estuarine ecosystems in
the ~nited States that has
been left intact. AlthoUJh
often
called
an
"orphan
estuary"
because no river
feeds
into it,
the
bay
technically still is an estuarine system because fresh
water run-off dilutes
it.
From
the vast amounts of
nutrients
in the
run-off
water, tiny marine organisms
thrive and thus provide the
bulk of the food necessary
for supporting the myriad of
marine life found at Padilla.
This,
combined
with
the
eelgrass beds blanketing most
of the bay, serves as an
important
food source for
migratory birds using this
link in the Pacific Flyway.
Because

an estuary may be

seven times as productive as
an alfalfa field, a multitooe
of marine life is found here.
It also attracts hunan activity. Some 35 percent of the
U.S, population
lives
in
estuarine areas. An estimated
80 percent of the population
will live on the coast by the
year 2000. This demand for
coastal land by housing
and
industry
is
methodtcally
stripping away natural estuarine
habitats
and
is
destroying
much
of
the
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Pacific Flyway. In just the
last 30 years, 40 ?ercent of
our wetlands already
have
been filled, and "pro,3 ress 11
continues claiming an additional
additional
300,00~
acres yearly.
Padilla Bay has successfully escaped the developer's
,dredges even thoUJh proposals
and schemes have been drafted
to put the bay to some kind
of "use" since the 193!1s.
One SUJgested building a dike
between Hat Island and Indian
Slough, draining the bay and
turning it into
farmland.
Other proposals included an
unsuccessful
oyster
farm
venture, a plan to drain the
bay for an industrial park
and a plan to grow turnips
for conversion to gasohol.
In the
mid-~~s,
Orion
Corporation acquired a larqe
portion of the
bay,
and
distributed brochures advertisil'l')
their intention of
bringing in hydraulic dredges
to fill the bay with a series
of antler-shaped peninsulas.
~inety ~iles of new waterfront 'NC>uld house a city of
30, 000 peoiJl e-cot:tpl ete with
apartment buildings, shoppil'l'J
centers,
.nar inr.is,
tennis
12

courts and a tramway to the
top of Hat Island.
This
grand scheme
was
never
realized,
in
;.>a.rt
because it coincided with the
rise of environmentr.11 awareness. l\s Arner ica' s west coast
tidelands vanished, the bay
became more valuable to the
survival of diverse srecies
of wildlife. Some 217 species
of birds, 57 specie~ of fish
and 14 species of 1na:nmals are
suiJported by ?adilla's ~stuary.
Bald
eagles,
black
brant,
snowy
o·.vls,
blue
herons
and
endan-3ered
Peregrine f·alcor.s
.7\merican
soar Padilla's skies. Yarbor
s~als,
black-tailed
deer,
otter, red fox, coyotes and
beaver make Padilla
their
home.
0
ublic concern ~bout the
disappearing estuarines propelled the :J.S Con')ress into
passing the 1972 Coastal Zone
la:1.a•3 enent t'\ct. 'I'he '.'1ational
Estuarine Sanctuary Program
was
established with this
act, and states were promised
matchinJ funds to buy estuarine land and set up field
laboratories for scientific
and
educational
purposes.
Twenty
national
estuaries
1

were planned thro~hout the
nation,
with
each
area
representing a biological and
geographical region of the
United States.
Of the 15
sanctuaries presently established,
only
four
are
located on the \..,est Coast.
Only one is found in Washington, and it's only 20 miles
from Hellingham--at Padilla
Bay.
The 23-year stru3qle to
preserve
Padilla's fra3ile
habitat ended in September
1930 when the U.S Department
of Commerce awarded a $?..2
million grant to the state to
acquire
11,G~~
acres
of
tidelands. The grant also is
for developin] both tideland
access
areas
and
nature
trails, for preserving wildlife
habitat
and
for
constructin] an interpretive
and ejucational center.

But the battle to preserve
Padilla Bay isn't over. The
tidelands have been proposed
for preservation,
but the
sanctuary has thus far been
able to acquire only 2,1~0
acres from willing sellers.
Orion Corp::>ration-the con'Jlomerate with the
failed
visions of building a Venice
of the Sound in the f10s-owns
53 percent
of
the
sanctuary land and has filed
a suit against the state for
damages on lost rights to
develop.
The
state
has
offered Orion what it considered to be fair market value
of the land--$1~0 an acre.
Orioh
claims it is worth
several times that amount.
A EX)SSible consequence if
Orion wins the suit is the
precedent
it
~uld
set,
~akin1 it too expensive for
states
to
risk
placing

restrictions
on privatelyowned land. This ~uld spell
certain disaster for preservation of lands in the future.
·...Ji th the teeming 1i fe of
the estuarine ecosystem and
with the hot debates steaming
out of the land use proposals
of recent years, one thing is
clear.
'I'hat mock oozes in life.

Reagan's "Lightning Rod" Leaves Legacy
by Laurie Jeruis

James '-Jatt, the offensive,
conservative puppet directed
by the voice of the Reagan
administration, now has faded
from public view.
Placed in
the
spotlight through the
ne1ative attention he generated from envirorroentalists
durinq most of his two-and-ahalf years as Secretary of
the Interior, Watt in the end
admitted defeat due to his
careless renarks,
and not
specifically because of the
constaat angry murmur surroundin3 his every wilderness
pl under in3 p::,1 icy.
Through attempts to open
A~erica's public lands for
more "diverse" use, '\latt kept
himself under close scrutiny
by
those fearful for the
health and protection of the
remaining natural lands.
In this respect, Watt's
replacment perhaps is even
more dan•Jerous to the
open
spaces and trees remaininJ

today. l--Jilliam Clark's philosophy is similar to Watt's
-- pro-developnent. But, unlike Watt, Clark is reputed
to be quiet and working behind the shroud of the Reagan
administration.
Some of Watt's
er i tics
surmised that Rea,~an simply
used
'.-iatt as a political
"lightening rod" to deflect
attention from his own ultraconservative
environmental
views.
The former Interior
Secretary, however, did not
often hesitate before voicing
his own environmental attitU<ies, or worse, before implementing them into bills
and new 1aws.
DJring his term, the thick
cloud of controversy swirli03
around ':Jatt obsured his real
record.
Since '~att first
became secretary, he leased
more federal lands fot private
developnent th~n any
other interior secretary.
13

OJer the next five years,
\-Jatt' s plan to increase oil
and gas drilling off .~ rica's coasts offered nearly
the entire coastline for such
exploration.
'Ille amount of
onshore land leased by watt
for oil and gas exploration
is three times that of the
Carter years.
In one year,
our "steward of the nation's
lands" aoctioned off eight

times as much federally CM\ed

In his bold, pro-developto mini~ canpanles as ment approach to land managesold in t
f lnal two ment,
watt eroded a loRJ
year of the cart r adminis- history of bipartisan effort
tration.
to protect the co1.ntry's nat'lbe •damage• Wl!ltt inflic- ural resources.
ted
lands will
watt slbscribed to Rea•
Indeed, gan's philosophy that enviitiated in rormental controls should be
utilize
f
pblic relaxed to better
'lbe RealftJ
land federal resources.
po a- gan aclninistr tion believes
rs that •HmitiBJ• p.t>lic land
tt for only recreational use and
r- wilderness protection will
not satisfy ever
• Alt
tb>UJh watt claillad
didn't
lopi~ bow to pecial interests, his
tt vio- policies showed his proin tr t developnent bias.
Anyone Wl<> utters such

coal

caustic remarks,

suc-h as, "I

don't u..c:;e the words 'Democrat

or
'Republican'
- only
'A.11ericans' and 'Liberals'•,
cannot convince any environmentalist that he is attempting to make everyone happy
and protect ."'4nerica's lands
at the same time.
E'.nvironnentalists am other Clark opposers believe the
new Interior Secretary simply
will continue watt's policy
of cementi~, drilling or
scalping the land ooder our
feet. But rat\&11bec , as Clark
begins implanenting conservative policies, it's Puppeteer Reagan who is pulli03 the
strings.
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Canadians Refuse Cruise

Peace Coalition Blocks Missile Tests
bv Doug Dobyns

Canadian coalition of
peace groups has filed an
injunction to block cruise
missile testing by the United
States over canadian
air
space, despite Canadian government
approval
of
the
tests.
The Canada-u.s. Test and
Evaluation Program (CAhlUSTEP)
Agreement, made in ,July to
allow the use of Canadian
airspace for testing Cruise,
Advanced
Cruise and other
related weap:>ns, was stalled
in a september federal court
ruling.
Canadian
Court
Justice Alex cattanach's rul.ing in favor of an interim
injunction
against
the
CA~~STSP ~greement must be
cleared before testing can
proceed
in .January
as
planned.
The
federal
government
appealed the ruling in o=t.,
but after lengthy questioning
of
both sides the Court of
canada
reserved joogement.
If the decision by cattanach
is upheld (no fixed date has
been set for the ruling on
the appeal), the way will be
cleared for a court heari~
on
the Peace
Coalition's
claim that CANUSTEP violates
Article 7 of the Charter of
Rights vfuich guarantees the
life, liberty and security of
Canadians.
The main argunent reg istered by the Peace Coalition
when the injunction was first
heard was that testing of the
Cruise
is a destabalizing
escalation
that
actually
lessens the security of North
At a time when
Americans.
arms control negotiations are
based on verification procedures, the United States is
introducing an unverifiable
weap:,ns system. W'len we conh

sider the new generation of
weapons
systems which are
proposed for testing under
the C~~USTEP Agreement-the
SEEK SCORE program of lowflying
bombers;
the
Low
Altitlde
~avigation
aoo
Targeting
Infrared System;
the new varieties of antiballistic missiles;
new detection satellites with more

~jor ~<ent Nelson at
the
headquarters of Strategic Air
Comnand (S.A.C.) in Onaha,
however, said far more is
involved in the five tests
planned
for ·early 19R4:
"It's not really a test; it's
an evaluation of the whole
weapons systen."
~ticle
4 of CANUSTEP
designates responsibility for

rrWA~

A ~CRET
DALLOT

y

hair-trigger response strate~y; and the future generations of the Cruise itselfwe can appreciate the danger
that
many canadians sense
about U.S. experiments
in
Canadian airspace.
Prime Minister Trooeau and
other goverrment
spokesmen
have defended the tests as
primarily a check of
the
missile's guidance system,
skipping over more controversial
aspects mentioned
only in background papers.
15

coming to mutually agreeable
"Project
Arra03ement•
to
Canadian and U.S. Ministers
of Defense;
each defense
department is charged with
composiB3 specific ordersthe "Memorand~ of Understanding." However, uooer Article
17, "release of information
to the public concerning any
project under CANUSTEP shall
require
prior consultation
and coordination between the
appropriate u.s. aoo canactian
authorities."

will be

doalant

its

of

maintains that no court in
canada has t
.-power to hear
the case because the Charter

should not be exempt from
court review if it violates
the constitution.
Othervi , •t y'd be prof888ing
to
e the law.•
It will help the efforts
of
the
canacti~
Peace
Coalition if peopl• in the
i.l'lited States are correrned
and question the rights of
govennents •to ~ofess to be
above
the law"-ard
to
stion the right of their
own gover
t and 111 tary
to escalate an already toodanJerous situation.

of
co

Rights does not give
s
authority over the
po cy decisions of elected

representatl

•

cat-

tanach ruled tha the
Clll8 urder the Court's

•

diction,

issue

jurls-

apparently wu in
th

Peace

arguaent
dec-isi
its in statewide use,
y saves an est1llion a
r. USe

fibrous residue from SUCJar
cane,
began in the early
1970s ,,men the Environmental
Protection Agency ordered a
halt to the dumpin3 of 2. 7
million tons of annual cane
waste into the Pacific ocean.
With help from the government
and a caµital invest~ent of
$25 million, growers discovered that a ton of ba-3asse
produces the equivalent electricity of one barrel of oil.
da3asse now provides 7 percent of Hawaii's electricity
needs.
The use of rineaµple waste
and inacadamia nut shells as
energy
sources are
under
investi3ation
as
is
the
plantin1 of tree farms f~r
fuel that can be harvested 1n
four
years and that will
produce in one acre the enerJY equivalent of 21 barrels
of oil.
;,eother~al
p:.iwer
is
readily
available on
the
i s 1 a:1d of Ha w:.l i i •
In l 97 (;
drillers
dUJ the
,-Qr ld' s
!1ottest hole,
with bottom
temperatures
of 07~ F, on
the eastern slopes of ·<ilauea
volc~no.
Several years ~30
the well started out with a
three megawatt p::)wer plant
costin3 Sl4 ~illion.
tsti ~ates of the island's 3eothermal potential ranJe U? to
3,000 me3awatts,
which is
nearly
twice
the
whole
state's
present
electricp:.)wer consumption.
Jcean
thermal
ener-Jy
conversion, or orsc, still is
decades away from full devel1

ov1nent, but it is estimated
Jnfor tunately, the future
t:1at OTEC may one day deliver of
alternative energy
in
as much energy from ~-Jawai ian Hawaii is determined less by
waters alone as the entire the
new
discoveries
of
·Jn i ted States consumes.
:he scientists and engineers than
OTEC process utilizes warm by the accountin9 decisions
surface waters to heat rres- of bankers and businessmen
surized a11t1onia, which vapor- who support these ventures.
izes, expands and propels a 9ut Hawaii already passed the
power turbine. Then the gas- point of no return in commiteous ammonia is cooled by ing itself to
alternative
~ub-surface waters, converted ener~y sources in its bid to
back to a liquid and the become self-sufficient. !..-Jhen
process is repeated.
the current oil glut burns
In 1979 a floatin1 arsc out
and the rest of the
plant -: 3enerated a net
15 'Jni ted States finds itself
I< ilowatts per hour, :naking it entrenched in shortages worse
the
first such plant
to than those of 1973, our image
µroduce :nor e eneqy than it of Hawaii as an island paraconsunes.
Corrosion in the dise may be reaffirmed as it
heat exchan3e pipes by · sea is redefined.
water, and the fouling of
s~all
marine
~lants
and
0acteria are amon3 the many
problems yet to be solved,
but the state has ordered
designs for four rn-me:iawatt
OTt:C plants.
1
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arch for the Wild Salmon ,
Bruce Brown.
(New York: Simon & Schuster,
1982) 239 pp.
bvSallv ToleH

In his book •'iol.l'ltain in
the Clouds,
author
Broce
Brown vividly describes the
effects of hllMn impact on
the wild salmon runs of the
Olympic Peninsula.
He explains how hll1lans
have
disturbed the delicate life
cycle of the salmon, whose
instinctive need to return to
the place of their birth to
spawn makes them unique amoR3
the creatures of the earth.
The
heart of
Brown's
thesis
is that the
link
between hllMnS and
wild
salmon is broken because of
greed, indifference am environoental mismanagement.
In
clockwise
order
around
the
peninsula,
startiR3 with the ~inalt
River am erxting with the
Hlltlptulips, Brown docll1\ents
with exacting lyricism what
has
happened to the onceabl.l'ldant salmon rll'ls. 'ftlese
rivers that at one time ran
full with mill ions of wild
chinook, sockeye, coho, pink
arx1 chllft hlwe been forever
chaDJed by
the forces of
civilization.
Brown recol.S\ts the saga of
man's humred-year mcploitation of the salmon and theirwaterways.
He shows
how
loggirq operations clogged
and diverted the streams of
the Olympic Peninsula, event-

ually preventing the saimon be restored.
Brown's gloany
from spawning; how comnercial ending leaves the reader wonfishermen depleted the once- dering whether the wild salmplentiful waters; how indus- on will also disappear from
trial pollution and
waste Alaskan waters.
Little is
have fouled the once clear wr_itten by Brown about the
rivers and how laws protect- societal_ values
underlyi~]
ing salmon were ignored as the demise of the wild runs
dam after dam was constructed i\buntain in ~ Clooos i;
without providing means for consequently a detailed rethe
annual
migration of port or narrative unraveling
salmon to their headwaters to the empirical reasons for the
breed.
depleted runs.
Brown builds a stro~J case
levertheless, Br.own's earagainst dams since they have nest
and
important
book
singularly 1one the most is not just another environdamage to wild salmon.
He mentalist's sob story about
details how hatcheries bec~ne ~ disappearin3 species. It
legal substitutes for
dan illustrates how prevailing
fish ladders in 1913.
He hunan attitudes shape
the
details, time after time, how natural as well as social
hatchery fish cannot replace environment.
It reminds us
the wild salmon in terms of of the a-3e-old irony .?\merica
n\.lt\bers, size adaptabiliity, has not yet learned:
the
genetic diveristy, reproduc- more we 3et the more we lose.
tive capability and disease It is a portrait of an enviresistance.
ronnent in crisis.
Rrown insists thilt
ther--------------wild salaoon contribute to the~{~§~~~§~j~i~~~j~~,=~i3~-''
lo03-raR3e stability of ther
Pacific Coast ecosystem.
By
removing
salmon from
the
ecological
food web,
aoo
growing them only as a crop
to be harvested, salmon are
assigned the role of serving
one
predator
(man)
and
the rest of the complex web Extinction;
'fhe Causes and
is disregarded. To see fish Consequences
of
the
solely
in terms of their Disappearance :2f- s~cies,'
value to hll'l\ans is both Paul and f\rme Ehrlich.
(New
arrogant and danJerous, he York:
Ballentine 9ooks,
warns. It further severs our 1992) 302 pages.
relation from the complex
by Alipio TerenD
system of which we are but a
lbe perusal of Paul and
part.
What spawns in this
Anne
Ehrlich's Extinction is
setting is greed aoo hubris.
an
excellent
means of acquiBrown gives an engaging
ring
both
a
broad
and inarxt well-researched account
depth
understanding
of the
of the plight of the wild
plight
of
endangered
species.
salmon.
His argunents are
telling and easily followed. It also is a revealin3 guide
He briR3s in many anecdotes -almost a Zen master- for
and stories that add to his it indicates the mental path
style aoo illustrate his to the ethical dimension of
facts.
Yet his book lacks the permanent extinction of
vision; he does not investi- plants and animals.
Raymond
Dasmann neatly
gate how the wild runs could
18

suns up the message of Extinction in his book Wildlife
aoo America:
"~an depends
UtX)n wildlife for survival,
and wildlife depends equally
on man.
The tW'J inUSt find
means for living together on
planet r.arth or there will be
no life on Earth."
·11e Ehrlichs estimate that
from 1500 to 1975 the rate of
extinction of bird and mammal
species increased five to 50fold the extinction rate of
most of our planet's geoloc~ical past.
The boc k is well structured.
lm ex cell en t analogy
-- hunan-caused
extinctions
are compared to our gradual
fX>ppin~ of rivets from spaceship Earth -- leads the reader into a discussion of speciation, only to plun3e immediately into a detailed analysis of the ethical, compassionate and econo~ic motives
for
the
preservation
of
Sf)ecies. In ·..mat is perhaps
reminiscent of Paul Ehrlich's
apocalyptic [JrO?hecies in f'he
Population lk>mb, the authors
state that massive famines
and resource shortages, possibl v leadinq to thermonuclear wars, ~ould occur as a
result of the increased assault on ecosyste1ns by Horno
sapiens.
r~ut overall,
P.xtinction
rarely is plagued by unwarranted conclusions.
It instead is abundantly docunented and supported .-1i th data,
further elaborated upon in
the len3thy notes section of
the book.
The authors effectively
integrate
these
data and the findin1s
of
nurnerous
recent
studies.
For example, in a passa]e
discussin(J direct endanger inq
of
pen<]uins
they
state:
"American servicemen ~lew up
a part of a penguin colony
(in
l\ntarctica) ••• so
that
they
could 'see
pen-3uins
fly.'"
On another occasion
l\rgentine tourists "played"

soccer
using penguins as
the balls.
The Ehrlich's continually
stress the vital importance
of
preserving whole
ecosystens intact, while pointin,3 out that at present the
careful management of habitats
is not so
careful.
l'qr icul ture is the greatest
threat to habitats, especially with the ongoing hungry

1

search for fertile land in
tropical nations:
" ••• agr icul tur e is a root cause of
the extinction of enormous
numbers of plant populations
and species ••• the real iceberg is the destruction of
plant
diversity
in
the
troµics, · nd especially in
tropical rainforests ••• "
Readers may be disappointed to find that only 10 pages
of Extinction a~e devoted .to
the strategies of conservation, but this is understandable •Jiven the subtitle: The
Causes and Consequences of
the Disappearance of Species.
The content of this section
com?ensates in part for its
brevity.
"If there is to be
even , small chance to relax
the pressures on
tropical
biota, f unda:nental chanrJes in
the 't'K)rld trade systens and
in the basic relationships
betwen ric~ and poor nations
must take place.
The tX>or
must be able to see a path to
a reasonable life that does
not require iinnediate
exploitation of the handiest
resources, regardless of the
lon3-term
consequences
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which are now at best only
dimly perceived ••• The
policies of the goverrunents of
developed
nations and
of
multinational
corporations
towards
tropical countries
must be even more the business of conservationists than
their policies toward Snail
Darters ••• "
One
criticism
of
the
Ehrlichs' work is their feeble effort in proposing political, economic and social
solutions to the encroachment
on tropical habitats by dispossessed farmers.
But the
authors do offer some general
guidelines.
For
exanple,
they say that "until ethical
attitudes
evolve
further,
conser va tion must be promoted
as an issue of hunan wellbeinJ and, in the long . run,
survival." Their alternative
to growthmania is a sustainable society which " ••• can
best be described as
one
dedicated to living within
environmental
constraints
rather than perpetually 1rowi ng with the !1opeless goal of
conquer inrJ nature."
Redistribution of wealth is an
indispensable tassel of the
mosaic of species extinction,
" ••• both rich and poor nations coming to realize that
their futures depend on each
other and on organizi09 hunan
activities in utterly novel
ways that greatly reduce the
pressures toward extinction."
Finally, the Ehrlichs' call
for a great act of leadership
to ?Ut the United States and
the world " ••• on the road to
treating Sarth as a spaceship."
A last word.
extinction
can cater to the tastes of
both layi:)eople and environmental experts. It is a movinJ, enraging, enrichin~ book
-- a challenge for the inquisitive, compassionate and
sensitive ,nind.

CEVAR VIL LAGE
The .t,hel..i mound ,,(.,6 .6omeone' .6 ba.c.kya1r.d, now,
wW..e .the old pla.nk..lng Jr.OU
out 06 .6-lght
u.nde/1.. mo.6.6 and mah hJtO om.6 •

Some o 6 .the totem.6 Ue h-ldden
beneath dlu.pping u.nde1tgJWW.th,
o.the.JL6 .6.ta.nd .6UveJted
.6 na.g.6 -in a.n empty .6 ky.
BARE UNBUOVEV BWJCHES

Two o 6 .thu e .6.ta.nd at the e.nt.Juutc.e
and hold up .the .6-lgn

SHIMMER ON THE BLACK WATER

WELCOME
TO CEVAR VILLAGE
MOVERN MOBILE HOME LIVING

WAITING FOR THE GEESE

.5ttve. ~irie.

STANVING IN THE SILENT GARVEN

COUNTING WINTER-SQUASH BLOSSOMS:
INSECTS ARE SO NOISY!

LOOK UP INTO NIGHT
SEE A MILLION YEARS AGO.
HEAR TREE-FROGS SINGING'/

IN THE GUSTING WINO
LEAVES FLOAT UPSIVE-VOWN
1ft.

fJECLARATZON OF INTEROEPEMJENCE
the. pe.opte.
plane..t e.aJtth

ON A PONVEV SKY

0'

flllth JtUpe.et &oJr. the. dignlty o& e.ac.h human u,e,
flllth concvr.n &oJr. &utulte. ge.neJta.tlon,
flllth gJt.OW.lng a.pp11.ec,i4tlon
oUJL Jr.el.a:tion6ki..p

to

a,

OUlt UlV.ut.orune.nt,

flllth Jt.Uogni.t:i.on

.U,MJ:.6

a,

to oUJL

Jte.60U1tc.U,

And w.i:th. ne.e.d &oJr. adequate &ood, ahr., wa.tVL,
1,heLt.eJt, he.al.th, p,u,~e.c.ti.on, jw,Uce.,
o.nd I,
&utl,Ubne.n:t
Hvr.e.by de.cl.tvut. oUlt inte.Jtdepe.nde.nc.e;
And. do Jr.Uolve. t.D wollk t.Dge.th.VL -in peace
And .in luvunony tuith OUJL env.l'l.onme.nt
To e.nha.nc.e. ~ qua.tlty o& ll&e ev~hVt.e.

ei.,-

- RUSSELL PETERSON
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